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INFORMATION  ON THE JOURNAL 

E tica & Po l itica/ E thics & Po l itics is an open access philosophical journal, 
being published only in an electronic format. 

The journal aims at promoting research and reflection, both historically and 
theoretically, in the field of moral and political philosophy, with no cultural 
preclusion or adhesion to any cultural current. 

Contributions  should  be  submitted  in  one  of  these  languages:  Italian, 
English, French, German, Portuguese, Spanish. 

All essays should include an English abstract of max. 200 words. 
The editorial staff especially welcomes interdisciplinary contributions with 

special attention to the main trends of the world of practice. 
The journal has an anonymous double peer review referee system. 
Three issues per year are expected. 
The copyright of the published articles remain to the authors. We ask that in 

any future use of them E ti ca & Politica/Ethics & Poli ti cs be quoted as a source. 
All products on this site are released with a Cre ative Commons license (CC 

BY-NC-SA 2.5 IT) http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/it/ 

E T ICA & POLITICA/ETHICS & POLITICS POSITION ON PUBLISHING 
E T H ICS. 

The Editors of E tica & Politica/Ethics & Po l itics have taken every possible 
measure to ensure the quality of the material here published and, in particular, 
they guarantee that peer review at their journal is fair, unbiased and timely, and 
that all papers have been reviewed by unprejudiced and qualified reviewers. 
The publication of an article through a peer-review process is intended as an 
essential feature of any serious scientific community. The decision to accept or 
reject a paper for publication is based on the paper’s relevance, originality and 
clarity, the study’s validity and its relevance  to the mission of the journal. In 
order to guarantee the quality of the published papers, the Editors encourage 
reviewers to provide detailed comments to motivate their decisions. The 
comments will help the Editorial Board to decide the outcome of the paper, and 
will help to justify this decision to the author. If the paper is accepted with the 
request  of  revision,  the  comments  should  guide  the  author  in  making  the 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.5/it/
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revisions for the final manuscript. All material submitted to the journal remains 
confidential while under review. 

Once the a uthor re ceives a positive a nswe r, he / she sho ul d se nd the fi na l 
v ersi on of the a rti cl e si nce proofs wi l l not be sent to hi m/ he r. E ti ca & 
Po litica/Ethics & Politics will publish the pa per within twelve months from the 
mo ment o f the a cceptance, a nd the a uthor will be i nformed o f the publicati o n. 

The journal is committed to such standards as originality in research papers, 
precise references in discussing other scholars’ positions, avoiding plagiarism. 
E&P  takes  these  standards  extremely  seriously,  because  we  think  that they 
embody scientific method and are the mark of real scholarly communication. 

Since E ti ca & Po l itica/ E thics & Po l itics is devoted solely to scientific and 
academic  quality,  the  journal  neither  has  any  submission  charges  nor  any 
article processing charges. 

The following guidelines are based on existing Elsevier policies and COPE’s 
Best Practice Guidelines for Journal Editors 

1. PUBLICATION AND AUTHORSHIP

EUT  (Edizioni  Università  di  Trieste),  is the  publisher  of the  peer reviewed 
international journal E tica & Po l itica/ E thics & Po l itics. 

The publication of an article in a peer-reviewed journal is an essential step of 
a coherent and respected network of knowledge. It is a direct reflection of the 
quality of the work of the authors and the institutions that support them. Peer- 
reviewed articles support and embody the scientific method. It is therefore 
important to agree upon standards of expected ethical behaviour for all parties 
involved  in  the  act  of  publishing:  the  author,  the  journal  editor,  the  peer 
reviewer, the publisher. 

Authors  need  to  ensure  that  the  submitted  article  is  the  work  of  the 
submitting author(s) and is not plagiarized, wholly or in part. They must also 
make sure that the submitted article is original, is not wholly or in part a re- 
publication of the author’s earlier work, and contains no fraudulent data. 

It is also their responsibility to check that all copyrighted material within the 
article has permission for publication and that material for which the author 
does not personally hold copyright is not reproduced without permission. 

Finally, authors should ensure that the manuscript submitted is not currently 
being considered for publication elsewhere. 
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2. AUTHOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES

E ti ca & Politica/Ethics & Politi cs is a peer-reviewed journal, and Authors are 
obliged to participate in our double blind peer review process. 

Authors must make sure that all and only the contributors to the article are 
listed as authors. Authors should also ensure that all authors provide retractions 
or corrections of mistakes. 

3. PEER REVIEW AND REVIEWERS’ RESPONSIBILITIES

Both the Referee and the Author remain anonymous throughout the “double 
blind” review process. Referees are selected according to their expertise in their 
particular fields. 

Referees have a responsibility to be objective in their judgments; to have no 
conflict  of interest  with respect  to  the  research,  with respect  to  the  authors 
and/or with respect  to  the  research  funders;  to point out relevant published 
work which is not yet cited by the author(s); and to treat the reviewed articles 
confidentially. 

4. EDITORIAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Editors hold full authority to reject/accept an article; to accept a paper only 
when reasonably certain; to promote publication of corrections or retractions 
when  errors  are  found;  to  preserve  anonymity  of reviewers; and to have no 
conflict of interest with respect to articles they reject/accept. If an Editor feels 
that there is likely to be a perception of a conflict of interest in relation to their 
handling of a submission, they will declare it to the other Editors. The other 
Editors will select referees and make all decisions on the paper. 

5. PUBLISHING ETHICS ISSUES

Members of the Editorial Board ensure the monitoring and safeguarding of 
the publishing ethics. This comprises the strict policy on plagiarism and 
fraudulent data, the strong commitment to publish corrections, clarifications, 
retractions  and apologies  when  needed, and the strict preclusion of business 
needs from compromising intellectual and ethical standards. 

Whenever it is recognized that a published paper contains a significant 
inaccuracy,  misleading  statement  or  distorted  report,  it  will  be  corrected 
promptly. If, after an appropriate investigation, an item proves to be fraudulent, 
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it will be retracted. The retraction will be clearly identifiable  to readers and 
indexing systems. 

6 . POL ICY ON E D IT OR IAL NOR M S AND ST YL E 

In accordance  with the pluralist principle  and the breadth of interests that 
characterize the editorial line of E ti ca & Politi ca/ E thi cs & Po l i ti cs, the review leaves 
the contributors free to choose which style of quotation to adopt in the composition 
of their article. Of course, this style must conform to one of the two internationally  
recognized models in the area of scientific publications in the humanities, namely 
the Chicago A (equivalent to APA) or the Chicago B, both defined by The Chicago 
Manual of Style, 17th   edition. Moreover, the reference to the complete source must 
contain all the information required by the ISO 
690 standard, both if it is provided only in the final bibliography (Chicago A) 
and if it is provided in a note (Chicago B). 

7. PAST ISSUE S AND STAT IST ICS

Past issues with download and visitors statistics for each article are provided by 
EUT publisher through its official repository.:  

http://www.openstarts.units.it/dspace/handle/10077/4673 

E D IT OR : 

RICCARDO FANCIULLACCI (Venezia) riccardofanciullacci@libero.it 
PIERPAOLO MARRONE (Trieste) marrone@units.it 
FERDINANDO G. MENGA (Caserta) ferdinandogiuseppe.menga@unicampania.it 

E D IT OR IAL B OAR D : 

ELVIO BACCARINI (Rijeka) ebaccarini@ffri.hr 
ROBERTO FESTA (Trieste) festa@units.it 
GIOVANNI GIORGINI (Bologna) giovanni.giorgini@unibo.it 
EDOARDO GREBLO (Trieste) edgreblo@tin.it 
FABIO POLIDORI (Trieste) polidori@units.it 

WEB M AST ER : 

ENRICO MARCHETTO (Trieste) enrico.marchetto@gmail.com 
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ITAL IAN ADVISORY AND SCIE NT IF IC B OAR D : 

B. ACCARINO (Firenze), A. ALLEGRA (Perugia), G. ALLINEY (Macerata), S.
AMATO  (Catania),  M.  ANZALONE  (Napoli),  D. ARDILLI  (Modena),  F. 
ARONADIO   (Roma),  G.  AZZONI  (Pavia),  F.  BACCHINI  (Sassari),  E.  BERTI 

(Padova), M. BETTETINI (Milano), P. BETTINESCHI (Venezia), P. BIASETTI 

(Padova), G. BISTAGNINO (Milano) R. CAPORALI (Bologna), A.A. CASSI 

(Bergamo), G. CATAPANO (Padova), M. COSSUTTA (Trieste), L. COVA (Trieste), 
S. CREMASCHI  (Vercelli),  G.  CEVOLANI  (Lucca),  R.  CRISTIN  (Trieste), U.
CURI (Padova), A. DA RE (Padova), G. DE ANNA (Udine), B. DE MORI (Padova),
P. DONATELLI (Roma), P. DONINI (Milano), M. FARAGUNA (Milano), M.
FERRARIS (Torino), L. FLORIDI (Oxford), R. FREGA (Paris), S. FUSELLI (Padova),
A. FUSSI  (Pisa),  C.  GALLI  (Bologna),  R.  GIOVAGNOLI  (Roma),  P. KOBAU

(Torino), E. IRRERA (Bologna), E. LECALDANO (Roma), L.A. MACOR (Oxford),
E. MANGANARO (Trieste), G. MANIACI (Palermo), R. MORDACCI (Milano), V.
MORFINO (Milano),  M. PAGANO (Vercelli), G. PELLEGRINO (Roma), V.  RASINI

(Modena-Reggio   Emilia),  M.  REICHLIN  (Milano),  M.  RENZO (Stirling), A.
RIGOBELLO (Roma), P.A. ROVATTI (Trieste), S. SEMPLICI (Roma), A.
SCHIAVELLO  (Palermo),  A.  SCIUMÈ (Bergamo),  F. TOTO (Roma), F.
TRABATTONI (Milano), F. TRIFIRÒ (London), M.S. VACCAREZZA (Genova), C.
VIGNA (Venezia), P. VIGNOLA (Guayaquil)

INT E R NAT IONAL ADVISORY AND SCIE NT IF IC B OAR D : 

J. ALLAN (New Zealand), K. BALLESTREM (Germany), T. BEDORF (Germany),
G. BETZ (Germany), W. BLOCK (USA), M. BYRON (USA), S. CHAMBERS

(Canada), J. COLEMAN (UK), C. COWLEY (Ireland), W. EDELGLASS (USA), C.L.
GESHEKTER (USA), A. KALYVAS (USA), M.R. KAMMINGA (Holland), J.
KELEMEN (Hungary), F. KLAMPFER (Slovenia), M. KNOLL (Turkey), C. ILLIES

(Germany), D. INNERARITY (Spain), A. LEVER (Switzerland), H. LINDAHL

(Netherlands), J. MARTI (Spain), M. MATULOVIC (Croatia), J. MCCORMICK

(USA), N. MISCEVIC (Croatia), A. MOLES (Hungary), L. PAULSON (France), A.
PRZYLESBSKI (Poland), J. QUONG (USA) V. RAKIC (Serbia), A. SCHAAP (UK), B.
SCHULTZ (USA), N. TARCOV (USA), D. WEBB (UK), J.P. ZAMORA BONILLA

(Spain)




